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Time to Boost Sign-Ups!

Welcome to Module 7 of the Big Launch Mastermind!

At this point you’ve most likely been launching your group program for 
almost a week now. This is a huge accomplishment, congrats! Your list 
should be consistently growing as you launch and continue to share your 
launch lead magnet and if everything’s in alignment with your launch then 
you’ve probably already started to see sign ups for your program.

This week it’s time to start gauging your progress, if you’re on track and the 
next steps to boost sign ups so that you finish strong and give yourself the 
best opportunity to hit your launch goals.

Be sure to listen to the audio training that accompanies this guide to fully 
support you in kicking off your launch as strongly as possible.

Review:

What have you accomplished over the last six modules of this mastermind 
that you’re really proud of?

Are there any areas that you feel you need to give additional attention to at 
the moment to help you stay on track with your launch?



Are Launch Sales On Track for Your Income Goal?

How many days have passed since you released your launch lead 
magnet?

How many sign ups do you have for your group program at this point?

What’s the minimum number of sign ups you desire to have in your group 
program? And do you have a maximum number of sign ups you’re 
available for which would cause you to potentially close the doors early?

Take a copy of your group program banner/header and type sold-out 
across it to support you in visualizing your program easily filling up. This is 
something I do for all of my launches and often keep as my computer 
background until the launch has completed.



Are you visualizing at least daily, easily receiving your ideal number of sign 
ups in your group program? Do you have a mantra which states “I am 
easily receiving a minimum of ——— ideal clients signed up for my group 
program by ——— date”? If not create one now in the space below.

Take the number of sign ups you desire for your group program divided by 
the number of weeks you currently intend on launching. How many sign 
ups do you need per week to be on track? Are you currently on track with 
your launch goals?



When to Add In ‘Sign-Up Boosts’ to Increase 
Enrollment in Your Program

Now that you’ve crunched the numbers and are aware of how many sign 
ups you need a week it’s time to assess if you need to add in sign-up 
boosts to keep enrollment up or if you’re easily hitting your numbers you 
can choose to add in less (or no) boosts.

Sign-up boosts are the bonuses you include during your launch to inspire 
potential clients to take action now rather than waiting until the program 
starts to enroll. The bonuses can be used as add-ons such as offering a 
bonus 1:1 coaching session, a bonus training, or giving the potential client 
something when they enroll.

Or the bonuses can create scarcity such as by increasing the pricing or 
removing early bird pricing, sharing the enrollment numbers and letting the 
audience know there’s only —— spots left so if you want one of them to be 
yours don’t delay in signing up now. 

Choose the style of incentive that feels best for you. I typically do a mix of 
both but I find when using scarcity tactics that I must keep them in integrity 
and come from a place, for example, of honestly letting my audience know 
the program is half sold out more as a curtesy and less as a method to 
scare someone into signing up.

Also, the middle week or so of a launch sequence is when there can start 
to be a lull in sign-ups as it’s between doors opening and doors closing. So 
this is a great time to add in incentives or bonuses to remove that lull all 
together.

The last week of your launch you’ll most likely use ‘doors closing’ and 
‘almost sold out’ scarcity tactics to finish filling up your program. So it’s time 
to choose and schedule which bonuses/incentives you’ll be using for the 
next week or two until you hit the final week of launch in order to inspire 
sign ups.



Are you currently using sign-up boosts to increase enrollment in your group 
program?

Are your sign-up boosts such as early bird pricing, bonus 1:1 session, etc. 
working to keep new sign ups steady?

If not, how can you adjust your sign-up boosts to increase enrollment in 
your program? For example, maybe early bird pricing is working great for 
you but you’re not being forward enough about it so your audience isn’t 
aware that they should sign up now. In this case send out more emails 
about the price increasing with a strong call to action and easy access to 
the sign up button.

Use the space below to brainstorm some additional sign-up boosts you can 
have ready to use if need be. Keep a pulse on your launch and bring in 
these additional incentives as needed to inspire sign ups.



  Gauging Your Audience’s Response and Which 
Steps to Take Next to Sell Out Your Program 

I typically find that there’s a time in every launch, no matter how many 
launches you’ve carried out, that you have a mini freak out moment and 
wonder if this is actually going to work. This is where it’s incredibly 
important that you’re consistently keeping up your self-care and wealth 
consciousness practices.

What daily/weekly self-care and wealth consciousness practices are you 
currently using or which ones do you need to implement immediately to 
support you in staying in a place of knowing everything is working out in 
divine timing just as it’s meant to?

What is the open rate and click through rate on the launch emails you’re 
currently sending out to your list?

Are you noticing that there’s a particular headline or style of email that’s 
getting the most opens or higher click through rate? How can you start 
using this style more often in your launch?



How often are you mailing your list? Are your emails clear, engaging and to 
the point or is your call to action getting lost in too long of emails with links 
that don’t stand out?

Do you feel excited about and proud of the group program you’ve created? 
Then share this excitement with your audience both by mailing your list and 
connecting with the social media groups you’re part of! I find one of the 
quickest ways to slow down a launch is to get nervous about whether 
you’re over emailing your list and then cutting down on the number of 
emails you send out and feeling uncomfortable every time you hit send. 
How can you get back into your power and feel confident about both your 
program and connecting with your audience? Remember, if they’re on your 
list it’s because they want to hear about what you have to offer.



How to Use Email Marketing to Create A Sense of 
Urgency As You Begin to Remove Bonuses

In this section I’m sharing examples of the emails I used in my Freedom 
School launch as I started to transition into this second part of the launch 
sequence and focus more on the bonuses, incentives and early-bird pricing 
and then creating a sense of urgency by starting to take these away.

I’ve put together four examples of launch emails for you that cover 
everything from introducing the program, offering a bonus 1:1 session with 
sign-up, early bird pricing and even a discovery call option to boost sign-
ups.

Remember that the Freedom School launch sequence lasted 6 weeks so I 
included more incentives to keep sign ups high throughout the process. If 
your launch is only 3-4 weeks you may not need this many sign-up boosts, 
but you can always add them in at anytime to increase enrollment.



Email #1 - Subject - Special Announcement: Doors open!





Email #2: Subject - Still Want to Chat?







Email #3: Subject - My Gift to You {time sensitive}





Email #4: Subject - Hours Left, Early-Bird Pricing Ends Tonight!



Great work!! 

You’ve come so far and learned so much in just the last few weeks about 
creating a group program, setting up your launch sequence and you’ve 
probably even learned something about yourself.

That’s the beautiful thing about creating your own business, it’s always an 
exploration of ourselves as well. Coming across limiting beliefs and fears, 
acknowledging them and moving forward anyway.

You’re learning both the mindset practices that will support you as well as 
the necessary tools to keep track of your launch progress and feel 
confident in your next steps to create a response from your audience by 
creating a sense of urgency, adding in incentives and sign-up boosts, or 
even by creating a sense of scarcity by increasing the price of your 
program or sharing that the program is selling out.

There’s an ebb and flow to a launch. A bit of hustle and push as you put 
yourself out there and take specific actions to create the results you desire. 
And at the same time there has to be a leaning back as well, a trusting 
you’ve done all you can or need to at any given moment, to keep yourself 
in a space of joy and allow yourself to receive.

Congratulations on your launch thus far and the success you’ve already 
created and I can’t wait to hear about your launch success!

To Living Free!
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